SCOUTS BSA
POSITION TRAINED REQUIREMENTS

SCOUTMASTER & ASSISTANT SCOUTMASTER

BEFORE 1ST MEETING

SCQ_443 SCOUTING ORGANIZATION FOR SCOUTS BSA 12:20
SCQ_442 ROLE OF THE UNIT KEY 3 FOR SCOUTS BSA 6:44
SCQ_431 AIMS & METHODS OF SCOUTS BSA 7:41
SCQ_433 IDEALS & BELIEFS OF SCOUTS BSA 8:29
SCQ_441 ROLES OF SCOUTMASTER & SP LEADERS 12:10
SCQ_446 TROOP MEETINGS FOR SCOUTS BSA 13:28

TOTAL TIME: 1 HOUR 2 MIN

FIRST 30 DAYS

SCQ_439 PATROL LEADERS COUNCIL MEETING 11:29
SCQ_440 PATROL METHOD FOR SCOUTS BSA 7:59
SCQ_438 OUTDOOR PROGRAMS FOR SCOUTS BSA 9:02
SCQ_430 ADVANCEMENT FOR SCOUTS BSA 9:46
SCQ_444 TROOP COMMITTEE FOR SCOUTS BSA 13:09
SCQ_445 TROOP COMMITTEE MEETINGS 5:33

TOTAL TIME: 57 MIN

POSITION TRAINED

SCQ_447 UNIFORMS FOR SCOUTS BSA 9:52
SCQ_436 LEADER UNIFORMS FOR SCOUTS BSA 6:17
SCQ_432 ANNUAL TROOP PROGRAM PLANNING 14:52
SCQ_435 INTRO TO MERIT BADGES FOR SCOUTS BSA 11:36
SCQ_437 OUTDOOR ETHICS FOR SCOUTS BSA 8:06
SCQ_800 HAZARDOUS WEATHER TRAINING 31:00

TOTAL TIME: 1 HOUR 11 MIN

MERIT BADGE COUNSELORS

BEFORE 1ST MEETING

SCQ_431 AIMS & METHODS OF SCOUTS BSA 7:41
SCQ_433 IDEALS & BELIEFS OF SCOUTS BSA 8:29
SCQ_448 MERIT BADGE COUNSELORS FOR SCOUTS BSA 9:45
SCQ_435 INTRO TO MERIT BADGES FOR SCOUTS BSA 11:36
SCQ_434 MERIT BADGE COUNSELORS SIGN UP 5:05

TOTAL TIME: 43 MIN

POSITION TRAINED

SCQ_430 ADVANCEMENT FOR SCOUTS BSA 9:46

TOTAL TIME: 10 MIN

TROOP/TEAM COMMITTEE CHAIR & COMMITTEE

BEFORE 1ST MEETING

SCQ_443 SCOUTING ORGANIZATION FOR SCOUTS BSA 12:20
SCQ_442 ROLE OF THE UNIT KEY 3 FOR SCOUTS BSA 6:44
SCQ_431 AIMS & METHODS OF SCOUTS BSA 7:41
SCQ_433 IDEALS & BELIEFS OF SCOUTS BSA 8:29
SCQ_441 ROLES OF SCOUTMASTER & SP LEADERS 12:10

TOTAL TIME: 47 MIN

FIRST 30 DAYS

SCQ_440 PATROL METHOD FOR SCOUTS BSA 7:59
SCQ_439 PATROL LEADERS COUNCIL MEETING 11:29
SCQ_446 TROOP MEETINGS FOR SCOUTS BSA 13:28
SCQ_444 TROOP COMMITTEE FOR SCOUTS BSA 13:09
SCQ_445 TROOP COMMITTEE MEETINGS 5:33

TOTAL TIME: 52 MIN

POSITION TRAINED

SCQ_438 OUTDOOR PROGRAMS FOR SCOUTS BSA 9:02
SCQ_430 ADVANCEMENT FOR SCOUTS BSA 9:46
SCQ_447 UNIFORMS FOR SCOUTS BSA 9:52
SCQ_436 LEADER UNIFORMS FOR SCOUTS BSA 6:17
SCQ_432 ANNUAL TROOP PROGRAM PLANNING 14:52
SCQ_435 INTRO TO MERIT BADGES FOR SCOUTS BSA 11:36
SCQ_530 JOURNEY TO EXCELLENCE 12:46

TOTAL TIME: 1 HOUR 2 MIN

S11 - Introduction to Outdoor Leader Skills (IOLS) is an outdoor classroom training required for Scoutmaster and Assistant Scoutmasters to be classified as position trained.

CLASSROOM OPTION

THE ONLINE TRAINING PLANS LISTED ABOVE ARE ALSO AVAILABLE IN A CLASSROOM FORMAT:

Scoutmaster & Assistant Scoutmaster: S24 Scoutmaster Specific Training
Merit Badge Counselor: D76 Merit Badge Counselor Orientation Training
Troop/Team Committee Chair & Committee: WS10 Troop Committee Challenge